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Information revelation has become increasingly popular among name-your-own-price (NYOP) providers as a
strategy to influence buyers' behavior and facilitate the transaction success rate in industrial practice. However,
the mechanism underlying how disclosed information affects a bidder's decision-making process, as well as the
consequent bidding results, remains unknown. In this study, we adopted an adapted dynamic choice model to
simulate the bidders' decision process, which led to our proposal of a novel mechanism to explain how specific
price information affects bidders' willingness to pay, expectation on threshold price and haggling willingness.
The relationship model was then tested using real transaction data from the Shanghai Steel Transaction Center,
one of the biggest steel spot transaction platforms in China that employs the NYOP pricing system. Our empirical
results showed that a bidder's haggling behavior can be influenced by both personal transaction experience and
revealed environmental information; therefore, sellers who intend to hinder haggling behavior can choose to
reveal list price information that is more consistent with their bidders' internal reference price. Interestingly,
we also found that haggling behavior may not always be harmful because it can enhance the bidders' net utility
under certain conditions. Analysis of the combined effects on customer behavior—when more than one kind of
relevant price information is disclosed—showed that additional market condition information (i.e., market
price fluctuation) has a moderating effect on how current revealed list price information influences a bidder's
decision. Thus, by very slightly increasing threshold price, sellers can facilitate haggling in order to increase
customer utility in a volatilemarket. In summary, our study investigated an approach to understand a customer's
behavior under different price information environments in the NYOP context. The results indicate that platform
providers can implement various information revelation strategies to facilitate dynamic adjustment in the
threshold price by sellers to maximize their profits.
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1. Introduction

Name-your-own-price (NYOP) has become an increasingly popular
strategy in industrial practice and as a topic of academic research
since it was first introduced by priceline. In NYOP bidding participants
are allowed to provide their own quotes for prices of various products.
The eventual transaction is made at the quoted price, if it is not lower
than the secret threshold price set by the sellers. Otherwise, the transac-
tion is either terminated (as in the single-bid model) or the bidder is
asked to provide another quote (as in the repeat-bidding model).
NYOP has beenwell adopted throughoutmany industries, including on-
line travel and software retail, aswell as for B2B transactions. Customers
have responded positively to the opportunity for negotiating a price,
fudan.edu.cn (R. Dai),
n.edu.cn (Y. Li).
while sellers have been attracted by the flexibility of setting a threshold
price that can be dynamically adjusted according to currentmarket con-
ditions. However, the various bidding experiences and heterogeneous
customer types mean that participants might respond significantly
different to NYOP.

Scholars and practitioners have sought to understand customer
behaviors in NYOP, following various approaches. Some of the earliest
studies investigated the influence of customers' individual-specific fac-
tors, such as bidding experience and socio-demographic variables [11]
or emotional factors [5]. As customers become more strategic and
informed, however, the NYOP bidding settings evolved into the more
complex forms in practice currently. One direct approach used by sellers
to affect participants' bidding behavior involves modifying transaction
processes and rules, such as the amount of quotes allowed [8,31], the
frequency at which the threshold price changes [7] and whether the
adaptive threshold price policy is permitted [14]. Although process ad-
justment is sometimes effective, it may also lead to negative publicity.
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Amazon's dynamic pricing strategy, which uses buyers' profiles to
charge different prices, is a widely criticized example, and the company
had to invest huge effort to earn back its reputation [1].

Information revelation is an alternative that has been applied to
influence NYOP market results. Priceline.com uses this approach, dis-
closing to customers the current median retail price as a reference.
Other sellers have chosen to reveal their products' list price, while still
others have published the bidding procedures and rules that were
previously opaque to buyers. Compared to directly altering transaction
processes and rules, the effect of information revelation is more
complex. Whether and how specific information revelation affects a
customer's decision and contributes to better bidding outcome is vital,
but remains under-researched. Therefore, we provide here an approach
to demonstrate how NYOP customers respond to different revealed
price information.

Prior research has discussed disclosed information specific to the
product [32], the price [37] and the bidding mechanism [10,14,34].
Although some important conclusions have been drawn from the final
bidding results related to specific disclosed information, the decision
processes of bidders facing distinct bidding environments have not
been studied in depth.

With the aim of obtaining real transaction data that reflects partici-
pants' bidding decisions—and the effects of information revelation—we
utilized the Shanghai Steel Transaction Center (shgt.com), which is rec-
ognized as one of the top Chinese steel spot transaction platforms. In its
first year, shgt.com had a trading volume of more than three million
tons; since then, about twenty thousand buyers have registered in the
platform. Most of the buyers identify as self-employed steel traders or
small metal-processing companies.

The shgt.com platform allows for implementation of various pricing
schemes, including posted price channel and NYOP. In its NYOP setting,
customers are allowed to quote three times, at most, in one bargaining.
The list price is always disclosed to buyers, representing a major differ-
ence from traditional NYOP settings. Moreover, additional information
concerning the congeneric products' average transaction price history
is also revealed in the platform; this latter strategy was implemented
at about half a year after the platform's launch. The transaction price
history shows bidders how the average price of congeneric products
fluctuates recently (Fig. 1).

In this studywe applied an adapted dynamic choicemodel proposed
by [6,8,11,14,31] to simulate participants' decision process. Previous
studies have demonstrated frictional cost as the key element in deter-
mining customers' haggling behavior (i.e., whether and how to increase
quotes with the notification of whether the prior quote is accepted).
Rational bidders facing positive frictional cost are expected to increase
Fig. 1. Information revelation use of conge
quotes at a decreasing rate. However, in NYOP practice, irrational
behaviors following increasing or constant increment patterns abound
[18,32]; unfortunately, this phenomenon cannot be explained by the
existing frictional cost framework. This gap between theory and practice
results from the fact that the frictional cost model considers frictional
cost as the only factor affecting customers' haggling behavior. In line
with the results from [15,16] that demonstrated that information
revealed by sellers also affects bidders' behavior, we hypothesized that
bidders' haggling willingness is affected by both frictional cost and
extra information utility. Our investigations reveal that customer infor-
mation utility is largely influenced by information revealed by NYOP
sellers; in particular, bidders with the same frictional cost show differ-
ent haggling patterns in distinct information environments. Further-
more, we examined the current revealed list price and the customer
internal reference information as direct factors affecting customers'
haggling willingness and final bidding results. Our results validated
the moderating effect of price fluctuation shown by extra-disclosed
price history information.

Since all these types of information are available to NYOP sellers, the
findings from this study provide these sellers with a better understand-
ing about and prediction ability for participants' bidding behavior,
whichwill allow them tomore appropriately set threshold price and fa-
cilitate the disclosure of price information that will maximize profits.
Transaction platforms may also benefit as these findings can help
guide design of the information disclosure mechanism that will facili-
tate the transaction success rate and bidder's utility.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the related literature on the NYOP decision-making process and
haggling behavior and on the effect of information revelation. Section 3
then builds up a research model and puts forward research questions
for future study. Section 4 sets up the relationship model concerning
bidders' decisions and revealed information. In Section 5, we present
the data and methodology. Section 6 explains the empirical results
and Section 7 closes with a discussion of our conclusions and the
implications for the future of the field.

2. Literature review

2.1. Decision process and bidding behavior in NYOP

Prior research has examined customers' bidding behavior in several
NYOP settings. Hann and Terwiesch [11]) were the first to introduce the
concept of frictional cost, which they define as the disutility a customer
faces when asking for an extra quote in an NYOP auction. Using a dy-
namic choice model, the authors demonstrated how rational bidders
neric products' average price history.
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would quote with the aim of maximizing their expected net utility.
Whether customers' bidding experience and socio-demographic
variables are related to frictional cost was also examined. Following
this research by Hann and Terwiesch, Spann et al. [31] compared the
bidding behavior and profit implications of the single-bid model with
those of the repeated biddingmodel. Furthermore, Ding et al. [5] argued
that customers not only aim to maximize their economic surplus, but
also have an expected excitement of winning and frustration at losing
a bid. The authors confirm that customers' bidding behavior is affected
by their previous bidding results.

According to the frictional cost model, theoretically, rational bidders
should always employ a strictly decreasing bid increment strategy
because in later quotes bidders must increase bids at a slower pace to
balance the continuously increasing frictional cost. The rigorous proof
and mathematical relationship between consecutive quotes are
presented in Appendix A of [14]. However, this is counterfactual be-
cause the concave bidding pattern has been shown to account for only
a small percentage of NYOP practice in the real world [18,32]. The
disconnect between theory and practice may be explained by the fact
that the previous studies have considered frictional cost as the sole fac-
tor affecting customers' haggling behavior, while other environmental
factors with potential to influence utility have been largely, if not
completely, ignored.

2.2. Haggling motivation in online auction and NYOP

Haggling behavior exists in many NYOP settings that permit repeat
quoting. Consistent with Hann and Terwiesch [11], Terwiesch et al.
[33] also considered frictional cost as the only factor influencing hag-
gling behavior. Furthermore, Joo et al. [18] found that hagglers who em-
ploy a constant bid increment strategy and a decreasing bid increment
(i.e., concave) strategy save more, while those who employ an increas-
ing bid increment strategy (i.e., convex) fare no better. Therefore,
hagglers trade off between the potential economic utility and frictional
cost, both of which result from extra haggling.

In game theory, players haggle in response to and to overcome their
lack of information. Through the haggling process, players are able learn
their opponent's valuation, which then helps them to make a better de-
cision and acquire a higher expected payoff [21]. Besides the economic
utility of extra information that originates from haggling, the noneco-
nomic benefit has also been addressed in the literature. According to
Westbrook and Black [35], negotiation itself can be motivating for
customers, whereby acquiring products through the haggling process
becomes more appealing. This phenomenon can be attributed to
customers' “smart-shopping feelings” [29] related to gaining a discount
through a haggling endeavor andhelps to avoid the feeling of regret that
would otherwise manifest after finding out that bargaining opportuni-
ties existed for transacting at a lower price [23]. The haggling process
provides customers with a feeling of achievement [17], particularly
that they obtained a better price through their practice of haggling.
However, the noneconomic utility that the haggling process presents
to bidders has been addressed rarely in the NYOP literature.

2.3. Role of revealed information in NYOP

Previous research findings have emphasized the role that disclosed
information plays in the NYOP mechanism. Hann et al. and Hinz et al.
[10,14] showed that the revelation of adaptive threshold policy im-
proves seller's profit as well as customer's utility and satisfaction, and
Fay and Laran [7] attributed the difference of the bidding'smonotonicity
to price threshold variability.Wang et al. [34] examined how customers
would perform in the presence of an upper-bound (UB), lower-bound
(LB) or at the interval of threshold price respectivelywhen the customer
is able to choose between NYOP and a list price channel.

Other papers have reported on the influence of price information,
which is the most important indicator for buyers to valuate products
and threshold price. Wolk and Spann [37] examined the single-
bidding scenario, using the adaptation level theory to test how the bid
value would be affected by various reference prices [13]. According to
adaptation level theory, the decision-maker generates their adaptation
level based on the past stimuli and judges the effectiveness of a new
stimulus according to that adaptation level. The conclusions reported
by Helson [13] were also shown as valid for B2B purchasing environ-
ments. In particular, Bruno et al. [3] showed that the way in which cus-
tomers react to a current price is dependent upon the previous prices
they have paid.Moreover, Bruno et al. [3] confirmed that B2B customers
adjust their decisions according to their transaction-specific perception
of how good the price is by comparing it with their internal reference
prices (IRPs). IRP is individual-specific and often constructed based
upon a customer's previous purchasing history [12,20].
3. Model development and research questions

Joo et al. [18] showed that hagglers can save more by employing a
constant or decreasing bid increment. However, our search of the liter-
ature has found no prior research that explored what kinds of bidders
adopt such strategies. In the current study, we employed a dynamic
choicemodel [6,8,11,14,31] to investigate how environmental informa-
tion factors affect the bidders' decision-making process, and thus their
bidding behavior.

Although businessmetrics arewidely used throughout the literature
describing studies of the B2B transaction,we still chose to adopt a utility
model to capture the major characteristics of customer decision
processes and behavior patterns. According to Zhang et al. and Wilson
[36,39], the main differences between the B2B transaction and the
business-to-consumer (B2C) transaction lie in three aspects. First, B2B
transactions are always characterized with higher variable cost of
goods and variable order size. Second, the decision process in the B2B
environment is affected by the existing long-term relationship [19,24]
between major buyers and providers. Third, because B2B purchasing
agents are usually professionally trained and B2B transactions happen
repeatedly, business customers typically make inter-related decisions.
The first two characteristics do not fit within our current research
environment, since they only allow for small sized spot transactions.
Besides, the majority of participants in our research environment are
self-employed steel traders, most of which only have a couple of
employees and trade between several channels. The long-term relation-
ship, then, barely exists between buyers and sellers in the transaction-
focused spot market and thus has no impact on our model setting.
Finally, in our research environment the inter-related decisions are
depicted by our reference price demonstration. In fact, Bruno et al. [3]
have already successfully used the utility model to explain reference
price effects in the B2B environment. The utility model is also the
most popular used pricing strategy for application service providers,
who in most cases sign short-term, standard contracts with many
small- and medium-sized enterprises [27].

Consider a B2B NYOP platform in which a list price LP is always
revealed and a bidder is allowed to quote at most three rounds for a
product. Fig. 2 illustrates how a bidder will interact with the system
under such a setting. After logging in to the platform (entering a user
ID and password), a bidder can suggest a price for one of the featured
products on the basis of a seller-revealed posted price or to transact di-
rectly on the list price. If the bidder then chooses to suggest a quote that
is lower than the list price, the quote is automatically compared with
the threshold price TP; the bidder is then immediately notifiedwhether
or not the offer was successful (i.e., the quote is above or equal to the
threshold price). A bidder who fails the first bid is allowed to increase
their offer by submitting a second (then third) offer. Except for the suc-
cessful bidding case, this haggling behavior ends eitherwith the bidders'
three quote opportunities being used up or with the bidder deciding to
no longer increase their offer, thereby terminating the haggling process.



Fig. 2. Customer interaction with the platform under the focal NYOP setting.
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Following Hann and Terwiesch, Ding et al., and Fay [5,6,11], we as-
sumed that the expectation of threshold price is uniformly distributed
among intervals [denoted by ‘LB’ and ‘UB’]. The bidder's willingness to
pay is denoted by ‘WTP’. The customer first places a bid [denoted
by ‘QUOTE1’]. If QUOTE1 is not less than the threshold price, the
transaction is concluded at price QUOTE1. Otherwise, the quote is
rejected automatically by the system and the customer is asked to try
another quote until all three chances [denoted by ‘QUOTEi’, where i =
1, 2, 3] are used or the customer terminates the process. TP remains
unchanged during the three bids and it should be lower than the posted
price LP.

FollowingHinz et al. [14], we used an expected net utilitymaximiza-
tionmodel to simulate the offers that rational bidders would make. The
bidder's expected net utility [ENU] was then calculated as δt-1(WTP −
QUOTEt), where t = 1, 2, 3. Here, δ represented how a bidder valued
the utility of winning a bid at the same price between two consecutive
quotes. Bidders with higher δ can gain higher net utility from the
later transaction, making them relatively more willing to haggle. If
QUOTEt b TP (t = 1, 2, 3), the bidder's net utility is zero.

Previous research has attributed the variance of δ to the diversity of
frictional cost that customers facewhen given an extra quote opportunity.
This diversitymay originate fromdistinct social background,financial sta-
tus, etc. As demonstrated in Fig. 3, QUOTE1+QUOTE3 b 2QUOTE2 always
holds true if, and only if, δb 1.We can thus infer that a bidder facing a pos-
itive frictional cost (δ b 1) will theoretically always follow a concave bid-
ding pattern. The conclusion also applies in bidding scenarios permitting
Fig. 3. Haggling process of a
n quotes at most; since 2QUOTEj = QUOTEj − 1 + δQUOTEj + 1 + (1 −
δ)WTP [14], the 2QUOTEj − QUOTEj − 1 − QUOTEj + 1 equals to (1 −
δ)(WTP − QUOTEj + 1), in which the direction is determined by the
value of δ.

However, the rational concave bidding pattern only accounts for a
small percentage in NYOP practice [18,32]. This gap between theory
and practice is caused by the limitation of the discount factor δ. Only
the situation that δ b 1 was tested [7,11] because they just take one
influencing factor i.e., frictional cost into consideration. However, the
noneconomic utility of extra information brought about by extra quotes
was nearly ignored.

The objective of bargaining lies in learning the opponent's value
through the information discovery process [21]. In NYOP settings,
bidders haggle to learn more information about the threshold price. As
pointed out by Hann and Terwiesch [11], rejected offers can be regarded
as valuable information that serves to reduce the seller's information
rent. Although the economic utility has been considered in the form of
expected lower transaction price, the benefit that extra haggling brings
about extends beyond economic. The neglected noneconomic benefit
includes the excitement of being a smart-shopper [29]. Compared to
concluding a transaction at the first quote, some bidders prefer haggling
more because it makes them feel they have taken the most use
of the opportunities to get as low a transaction price as possible.
Successful transactions obtained through a tough haggling process
impress upon the bidders the idea that they are equipped with
sophisticated bargaining skills [17] and not being taken advantage of
rational NYOP bidder.



Fig. 4. Factors influencing the bidder's haggling willingness coefficient.
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by the providers. As Sherry [28] once stated: “dickering is linked to
feelings of competence and mastery.”

Therefore, we argue that δ is affected by both noneconomic utility of
extra information as well as frictional cost, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Here, we introduce the concept that the hagglingwillingness coefficient
(δ) can act as an extension of the discount factor, following the fact that
haggling willingness is determined by both the factors cited above.
Therefore, in our study, δwas allowed to serve as an “inflator” of utility
rather than merely a “deflator” as it has been in prior studies in the
literature. In addition, in order to maintain consistency with the prior
research, we also treated δ as amultiplicative term of the bidder's utility
function. To the best of our knowledge, all prior research has focused on
the frictional cost aspect, while the factors that influence bidder's
haggling utility are under-researched. A more clear and comprehensive
understanding of howhagglingwillingness is determinedwill help us to
better predict bidding behavior.

Since bidders haggle for both economic and noneconomic utility re-
lated to lack of information [21], it is reasonable to infer that a bidder's
decision information acquired from the providers' disclosure will play
a major role in how the haggling willingness is influenced. Therefore,
we launched our research by investigatinghow thehagglingwillingness
coefficient is affected by environmental information revealed by sellers.
Two scenarios with different information revelation were considered,
including one with only real-time list price revealed to customers
(denoted by Scenario 1) and the other with the extra product average
transaction price history also being disclosed (denoted by Scenario 2,
as shown in Fig. 1). Additionally, we also subdivided the customers
into different types according to how they valuated specific products,
opportunity cost of time, and attitude towards risk. Distinct customer
types are supposed to behave differently in regards to their haggling
willingness and thus the final bidding outcome. The following key
research questions were addressed by this study:

1. How does the real-time list price information revealed by NYOP
sellers affect a bidder's haggling willingness coefficient and thus
their bidding behavior?

2. Howdoes the extra price transaction history information revealed by
NYOP sellers affect a bidder's haggling willingness coefficient and
thus their bidding behavior?

3. How does customer type affect a bidder's haggling willingness and
thus their bidding behavior?

4. Impact of information revelation on bidding behavior

4.1. Impact of current list price on customer haggling behavior

Since lacking information about threshold price is a major factor un-
derlying bidder haggling, we can infer that bidders are more willing to
haggle when the information they have to predict threshold price is
less effective or when the threshold interval is harder to estimate.
Otherwise, if the information available to the customer is reliable
enough tomake good decisions, they will caremore about the frictional
cost aspect rather than the information utility aspect of haggling.

In Scenario 1, bidders make judgment using the current list price in-
formation and their own transaction experience. According to adapta-
tion level theory [13], customers will generate their own adaptation
level (i.e., internal reference prices from previous transaction history).
The internal reference price is an individual-specific indicator, which
plays a major role on purchasing decisions and is often constructed
based upon the customer's observed prices on previous purchase occa-
sions [12]. When customers participate in a new purchasing opportuni-
ty, they will face new stimuli (i.e., current list price). The new stimuli
will be perceived as effective and assimilated only if it is already close
to the adaptation level [13]. This aspect also applies to the B2B environ-
ment. Bruno et al. [3] showed that the way in which customers react to
current price is dependent upon previous prices they have paid; ulti-
mately, the authors confirmed that B2B customers adjust their decisions
according to their transaction-specific perception of how good the price
is by comparing it with their internal reference prices.

Specifically, bidders will choose whether to assimilate the list price
(new stimuli) according to their internal reference prices (adaptation
level). If the real-time list price is close to the bidder's internal reference
price, it will bemore likely for the bidders to deem the current informa-
tion as useful and effective. Since the value of information lies in its ca-
pacity to reduce uncertainty, bidders under such a certain circumstance
will have little incentive to haggle for more information since haggling
itself is costly. Otherwise, a giant deviation between the internal
reference price and external reference price (real-time list price) will
motivate bidders to haggle more.

4.2. Impact of customer type on haggling behavior

Different customers have distinct features, such as the time cost of
the opportunity and the bidder's risk attitudes towards losing a bid.
Customer differentiation is a common and effective approach to study-
ing customer characteristics and making corresponding strategies. We
subdivideNYOP customers from three dimensions i.e., how they valuate
specific products, opportunity cost and attitude towards risk, based on
which we define customer type as a class of customers with the same
prior [9]. The higher type represents the higher valuation put on specific
product categories, the higher opportunity cost of time and the
characteristic of being more averse to risk.

There exist some connections between customer type and frictional
cost. Frictional cost is one concrete measurement concerning specific
aspects of customer type in the form of haggling disutility. However,
customer type in our classification is also concerned with a customer's
valuation of a specific product, providing an extra explanation of the
customer's distinct willingness to pay and expectation for the threshold
price. Besides, since detailed individual-specific information, such as
socio-demographic backgrounds and financial status [11], is not easy
to acquire in some circumstances (e.g. B2B purchasing and some B2C
bidding environments with rigorous privacy protection), it is difficult
for sellers to use this kind of information as reference for how bidders
will behave. Higher type bidders that incur more frictional costs are
less likely to haggle, while lower type bidders typically care more for
moneysaving than time cost and risk of scoop, resulting in higher
haggling willingness.

4.3. Impact on customer's willingness to pay

Customer's willingness to pay is the customer's real-time valuation of
a specific product, which is both individual-specific and environment-
related in our research settings.

List price represents the product's market price that is determined
by the entire market equilibrium. Since customers can easily resell the
product under such a list price, it affects the product's profit margin to
a large extent. The higher the list price is, themore profit that customers
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can make given the same purchasing price. B2B customers always have
higher willingness to pay on products with higher list price.

Individual-specific factors may also affect a customer's WTP.
Customers may value a product with the same list price differently. A
higher type customer who is prone to valuing a specific product higher
and to suffering greater opportunity cost has higher WTP.

4.4. Impact on customer's expectation about the LB of threshold price

Another bidding related variable that affects the bidding result is
customers' expectation of the LB of threshold price. Although prior liter-
ature rarely discusseswhat factors affect the LBs,we can easily infer that
list price is amajor contributor as it sets an important baseline of lowest
possible price that bidders can bargain over. The higher the list price is,
the higher the product'smarket value and popularity. As a consequence,
products with higher list price have a higher lowest possible threshold
price.

In addition, different customers might have different LB expecta-
tions when facing the same list price. The higher type customer is
more risk averse and thus will be more conservative and discreet in
their prediction of the lowest possible threshold price, thereby contrib-
uting to a higher expectation of the LB of threshold price.

4.5. Impact of transaction price history on customer decision making

In Scenario 2, the recent 6-days' daily average transaction prices of
congeneric products are disclosed to NYOP bidders. The additional in-
formation will give insight to customers on the entire market's transac-
tion performance, which may affect a bidder's judgment about the
usefulness of reference prices. When the transaction history shows a
greater degree of price fluctuation, it is more likely that bidders will
believe that their own transaction history and list price information
are unreliable and useless for the current decision making. As a result,
the bidder will be less likely to use them as the effective references. In
other words, additional price fluctuation information moderates the ef-
fects of existing information on both the hagglingwillingness coefficient
and a bidder's expectation of the LB of threshold price.Meanwhile, since
the list price always represents the market price, regardless of whether
it is fluctuating wildly, the willingness to pay by a specific customer
under the same list price will remain stable.

Specifically, as bidders believe that the consistency of reference
prices is less useful in the presence of bigger price fluctuation while
the main effect of reference prices' consistency on haggling willingness
Fig. 5. Customer's decision-making facto
is negative, we argue that the main effect will be positively moderated
by price fluctuation. Similarly, the effect of list price on bidder's expec-
tation of the LB of threshold price is negatively moderated by the price
fluctuation.

4.6. Covariates

As Bruno et al. [3] point out, B2B customers are firms that have
their own customers, whose preferences most likely result from the
preference-dependent behavior of the industrial buyers. Since our
dataset covers a relatively long period of time, we decided to take the
change of the entire downstream value chain's preference into consid-
eration. Under different market preferences, the same customer might
behave totally differently. Therefore, we chose to include the domestic
steel spot market quotation—directly determined by the downstream
value chain's preference—as the control in our model to ensure that
change in customers' behavior due to the entire market preference
change was efficiently considered.

The whole relationship model encompassing the NYOP bidders'
decision-making factors and the related revealed information is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

In Scenario 1, the system of models examined is as follows.

δ ¼ a0þ a1 � Ref Consistencyþa2 � Customer Typeþa3
�Mkt Quotationþ e1 …… ð1Þ

WTP ¼ b0þ b1 � LPþb2 � Customer Typeþb3 �Mkt Quotationþe2 ……

ð2Þ

LB ¼ c0þc1 � LPþc2 � Customer Typeþc3 �Mkt Quotationþe3 ……

ð3Þ

The moderating effects of market price information are also
examined in Scenario 2.

δ ¼ a4þa5 � Ref Consistencyþa6 � Customer Typeþa7 � Price Fluct
� Ref Consistencyþa8 �Mkt Quotationþe4

ð4Þ

WTP ¼ b4þb5 � LPþb6 � Customer Typeþb7
�Mkt Quotationþe5 …… ð5Þ
rs and relationship in NYOP setting.
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LB ¼ c4þc5 � LPþc6 � Customer Typeþc7 � Price Fluct � LPþc8
�Mkt Quotationþe6 …… ð6Þ

5. Data, measurement and methodology

We obtained the transaction data from a large Chinese steel spot
transaction platform that allows both NYOP and direct purchasing.
The platform first employed the information revelation strategy in
Scenario 1 and then changed to that of Scenario 2 at half a year later.
After excluding a provider that adopted a fixed threshold price policy
over time and observations that had random missing values, we had
5221 observations for Scenario 1 and 1064 observations for Scenario
2. Each observation includes product information, the customer's
three quotes, the temporal list price, bidding time and temporal average
transaction price history of congeneric products revealed by sellers (in
Scenario 2). The complete transaction history of all bidders on this
platform is also available.

5.1. Measurement

We divided all products into 12 categories according to the platform's
classification system. Products of the same category are substitutable to
some extent. The metrics of internal reference price and customer type
were calculated based upon this classification.

5.1.1. Customer type
Since detailed individual information, such as socio-demographic

backgrounds and financial status [11], is often unobtainable in today's
business environment, we attempted to construct a validation
instrument of customer type from the purchasing histories. Generally
speaking, the higher customer types who faced the same list price
showed a higher possibility of transacting at a lower discount because
of their higher valuation of the product, greater time cost and more
averse attitude towards risk. In contrast, the lower customer type was
more price-sensitive and prone to transact with a higher discount.
Therefore, customer's average price discount subtracting out the effect
of list price is the good instrument of customer type.

We first calculated the customer's transaction price discount relative
to the original list price. We regarded those customers who purchased
directly as the highest type, who valued a product so highly or had
such huge time cost that they were not even willing to haggle once. A
bidder's type for a specific product at some time point equates to his
or her own average transaction price premium of the same product
category weighted by products' weights. Suppose that at time point t a
customer already has n successful transactions in the same product
category at prices P1, P2,…… Pn respectively; then, the corresponding
list price will be LPi, with the weight of each product denoted by
Wi, i = 1,2,……,n. The customer type at time point t is then calculated
as follows:

CUSTOMER TYPEt ¼ ∑n
1 Wi

Pi−LPi

LPi
=∑n

1 Wi

5.1.2. Internal reference price
Operationally, the internal reference price is often constructed based

upon the customer's observed price from previous purchase occasions
[12]. Since IRP is constantly updated according to new stimuli, we mea-
sured the IRP using the weighted average transaction price in a moving
window of three successful NYOP transactions that had occurred prior
to the focal auction [26,38]. Suppose at time point t, the recent three
successful transactions prices on the same product category for the
focal bidder are P1, P2 and P3, and the corresponding weight of each
product is denoted by Wi, i = 1, 2, 3, then the internal reference price
of the focal customer at time point t will be calculated as IRPt =
∑1

3 WiPi/∑1
3 Wi.
5.1.3. Consistency of reference prices
Consistency of reference prices is measured by subtracting the abso-

lute deviation value from the list price related to the customer's internal
reference price. The bigger the absolute value is, the less consistency
that current list price and internal reference price have.

Ref Consistency ¼ LP−IRPj j

5.1.4. Price fluctuation
We measured the degree of market price fluctuation using relative

price variability. Relatively, market price variability is calculated using
the coefficient of variance of the revealed market prices. The bigger
relative variability is, the more fluctuant the bidders will believe the
market quotation is.

Price Fluct ¼ Standard deviation of revealed market prices
Mean of revealed market prices

5.1.5. Domestic steel spot market quotation
We used the MySpic index of the domestic steel spot market [25]

that is provided by the Shanghai Bulk Commodity Information Center
in order to the measure domestic steel spot market quotation. The
Shanghai Bulk Commodity Information Center is the biggest third-
party steel price information provider in China. The price index is
compiled according to the daily transaction prices of major online and
offline domestic steel spot markets. These prices are weighted by prod-
uct popularity and transaction volume, as well as steel production from
major steel corporations. The index is recognized as a fair indicator and
can be used for current steel spot market quotation; the data can be
obtained from http://www.mysteel.net/myspic.html.

5.2. Methodology

Customers' quotes are determined by three factors, including
customerWTP, the expected LB of threshold price, and hagglingwilling-
ness δ. Specifically,

ENUt ¼ MAXf0;MAXQUOTEtfProb QUOTEt ≥TP N QUOTEt‐1jQUOTEt‐1bTPð Þδt‐1
WTP‐QUOTEtð Þ þ Prob QUOTEt bTPjQUOTEt‐1bTPð ÞENUtþ1gg ……

ð7Þ

Solving the first-order conditions of the above Bellman equations for
t = 1, 2, 3, we have

QUOTE1 ¼ 4‐δð ÞLBþ 4‐3δð ÞWTP
8‐4δ

…… ð8Þ

QUOTE2 ¼ LBþ 3‐2δð ÞWTP
4‐2δ

…… ð9Þ

QUOTE3 ¼ LBþ 7‐4δð ÞWTP
8‐4δ

…… ð10Þ

WTP, LB and δ are latent variables and were not observed in our re-
search setting. In linewith Hann and Terwiesch and Spann et al. [11,31],
we first solved the following optimization problem to acquire these
imputed customer characteristics.

min
WTP;LB;δ

X3

i¼1

QUOTEi−QUOTEi WTP; LB; δð Þð Þ2 …… ð11Þ

Since all bidders are allowed to quote three times atmost, the above
optimization problem has been reduced to a system of nonlinear
equations. The predicted bidding values using imputed customer char-
acteristics completely explain the variance of actual quotes.

http://www.mysteel.net/myspic.html


Table 1
Descriptive statistics of δ in both scenarios.

Scenario δ b 1 δ = 1 δ N 1

1 16.24% 67.46% 16.30%
2 16.73% 61.47% 21.80%
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6. Empirical results

As shown in Table 1, bidders will not always follow the strictly
concave bidding pattern inferred from previous theories. A constant in-
crement bidding pattern accounted for the majority in our bidding
environments (67.46% in Scenario 1 and 61.47% in Scenario 2). This pro-
file was mainly caused by the practical bidding setting, which provided
quick feedback to bidders and encouraged them to bid in multiples of
ten. Besides, there existed a considerable amount of increasing incre-
ment patterns, the number of which was roughly equal to the δ less
than 1 cases. The findings from statistical analysis provided convincing
proof of the existence of other factors, besides frictional cost, that affects
the bidders' hagglingpattern. In addition, theproportion represented by
the increasing increment pattern is even higher in Scenario 2, where
extra market information was revealed.

The descriptive statistics for customers' bidding behavior, list price
information, market quotation and customer characteristics are
presented in Table 2. The average platform list price decreased over
the period of the entire investigation; the trend can be explained by
either the entry of small traders providing cheaper products or the
rapid development of the Shanghai Steel Transaction Platform itself.
More importantly, when this study was conducted the overall Chinese
steel market was still suffering the aftermath of the steel trader crisis
that had occurred in 2012. The entry of small traders and the depression
of market have reduced the bargaining space and excluded certain low
type buyers, in accordance with the fact that customer type has
increased substantially in Scenario 2. Besides, the products' list prices
deviate greater from customers' adaptation level in Scenario 2 for the
same reasons.

We present the regression results for both scenarios in Table 3. The
statement that greater reference prices' consistency (as measured by
smaller absolute value of |IRP-LP|) leads to lower haggling willingness
was supported by the results in both Scenario 1 (a1 = 0.0000165,
p = 0.04) and Scenario 2 (a5 = 0.000132, p = 0.000). We also found
strong evidence in Scenario 1 (a2 = −1.398, p = 0.000) to support
the statement that haggling willingness is negatively affected by cus-
tomer type. Unfortunately, in Scenario 2 (where additional market
price information is revealed) the coefficient of customer type on hag-
gling willingness did not reach the threshold for a statistically signifi-
cant difference (a6 = −0.0641, p b 0.05 = 0.941). The results served
to validate our basic model in which hagglingwillingness was expected
Table 2
Descriptive statistics of bidding behavior and customer characteristics.

Scenario Variable Median Mean

1 δ 1 0.9811
WTP 4006 4152.228
LB 3920 4071.453
Customer_Type −0.021388 −0.0231
List_Price 4100 4224.889
Ref_Consistency 168.85 279.9678
Mkt_Quotation 3671.9 3711.774

2 δ 1 0.9963
WTP 3749.5 3846.824
LB 3680 3777.658
Customer_Type −0.016847 −0.0172
List_Price 3800 3878.30
Ref_Consistency 224.84 305.8505
Pri_Fluct 0.631237 1.609
Mkt_Quotation 3499.4 3502.709
to be influenced not only by frictional cost but also by reference prices.
More consistency of reference prices could therefore increase reference
effectiveness, reducing the relative utility of extra information and de-
creasing haggling willingness. However, the overall explanatory
power on δ was relatively low, as compared to a previous study [11].
This finding likely reflects the bidding design in which customers
were encouraged to quote in multiples of ten, possibly deviating from
their real optimal quotes.

We also verified in both scenarios that the expected LB of threshold
price andwillingness to paywere both positively influenced by list price
and customer type. The overall explanatory power for LBwas extremely
high in Scenario 1 (R2 = 96.04%), and the moderating effect even in-
creased R2 to 98.75% in Scenario 2. As to willingness to pay, the R2 of re-
gressions on list price and customer type ranged from 98.83% to 99.67%.
These results supported the choice of our measurement of customer
type as an efficient metric, which allowed for appropriate classification
of NYOP bidders according to their behavior differences. Besides,
since information factors influencingwillingness to pay and bidder's ex-
pectation about lowest threshold price have never been examined em-
pirically in the previous literature, our model has proposed a novel
feasible way to explain them.

Next, we extended the model by adding the additional revealed in-
formation variables. If the influence of reference price consistency on
hagglingwillingness and the effect of list price on the LB are respectively
positively and negatively moderated by the fluctuation of additional
market information, we expected coefficients a7 and c7 to both be
negative since a smaller absolute value of |LP-IRP| indicates a greater
reference prices' consistency. As before, we reached the conclusion
that the basic influence of reference prices on LB or hagglingwillingness
was moderated by new information revelation

The basic model and extendedmodel were verified by our empirical
study. We used the fitted values to examine the overall prediction
power on customer bidding values. Using the fitted value of (WTP, LB,
δ) calculated by formula 1–6, we were able to calculate the fitted
value of QUOTEi (i = 1, 2, 3). Then, we regressed each real quote on
the corresponding fitted value. The mean absolute percent error
(MAPE) of each model is listed in Table 4.

The MAPE values presented in Table 4 show that our models are
valid and represent an accurate prediction of customers' bidding behav-
ior in the focal steel spot platform.

7. Discussion

Customer behavior has been extensively studied by NYOP scholars
and practitioners, but most of the research has focused on the bidding
mechanism and the final results. Here, we provide a new approach
and explore the innate link between the customer decision-making
process and the environmental price information revealed by NYOP
SD Min Max

0.258079 0.037037 1.5
740.1525 2910 15,300
715.0452 2550 14,500

46 0.0117735 −0.066117 0
760.9738 3000 16,500
443.6471 0 2767.89
105.2752 3577.3 4011.3

0.2736 0.25 1.5
570.3635 2940 7780
558.1992 2790 7700

37 0.0099949 −0.056922 0
569.63 2960 7800
315.30 0 2771.02

3.11 0 19.4485
30.262 3463.7 3574.5



Table 3
Regression analysis of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Δ Δ
a0 0.969⁎⁎⁎ (7.61) a4 −0.990 (−1.02)
a1(Ref_Consistency) 0.0000165⁎ (2.02) a5 (Ref_Consistency) 0.000132⁎⁎⁎ (4.51)
a2(Customer_Type) −1.398⁎⁎⁎ (−4.58) a6 (Customer_Type) −0.0641 (−0.07)

a7 (Price_Fluct *
Customer_Type)

−0.000175⁎⁎ (−3.23)

R2 0.53% R2 2.86%
WTP WTP
b0 360.1⁎⁎⁎ (8.63) b4 182.0 (1.55)
b1(LP) 0.968⁎⁎⁎ (639.77) b5 (LP) 1.003⁎⁎⁎ (573.94)
b2(Customer_Type) 1459.9⁎⁎⁎ (15.23) b6 (Customer_Type) 491.8 ⁎⁎⁎ (4.58)
R2 98.83% R2 99.67%
LB LB
c0 453.0⁎⁎⁎ (6.12) c4 −156.2 (−0.69)
c1(LP) 0.924⁎⁎⁎ (344.01) c5 (LP) 0.979⁎⁎⁎ (267.52)
c2(Customer_Type) 2039.1⁎⁎⁎ (11.99) c6 (Customer_Type) 520.7⁎ (2.52)

c7 (Price_Fluct*LP) −0.000442⁎⁎ (−3.06)
R2 96.04% R2 98.75%
N 5521 N 1064

*p b 0.05, **p b 0.01, ***p b 0.001 and t statistics in parentheses.
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providers; the data will help to guide design of various information pol-
icies that influence customer decisions in practice.

Using an adapted dynamic choice model proposed and applied by
Hann and Terwiesch, Fay, Spann et al., Fay, and Hinz et al. [6,8,11,14,31],
we have analyzed the original motivations that hinder or facilitate a
customer's haggling willingness. How distinct environmental price infor-
mation affects the haggling decision, and thus the quoting outcomes, was
also examined.We used variables from the customer's purchasing history
to construct an efficient instrument of customer type,whichwill allow for
better prediction of customer behavior. Using purchasing history rather
than individual-specific information, such as socio-demographic back-
grounds and financial status [11], as the foundation for customer classifi-
cation is quite important in circumstances such as B2B purchasing, where
the latter is not easy to acquire. The conclusion of how customer type can
affect haggling willingness, expected LB of threshold price andWTP indi-
rectly demonstrates the importance of customer type classification.

We adopted adaptation level theory [13] and tested consistency of
the current revealed information and customer internal reference infor-
mation as one major factor that affects customer's haggling willingness
and final bidding results. Sellers can thus adjust list price according to a
customer's transaction history and encourage customers to haggle less
and quickly transact at a price that can be easily accepted. We also ex-
amined the influence of market price history, which has a vital function
in informing customers about the usefulness of the current price infor-
mation they are given. The results show us that it is the consistency
rather than the amount of information that inhibits the customers' hag-
glingwillingness and promotes a faster transaction.Market information
should be appropriately revealed, so that customers can filter out cred-
ible reference price and make rational choices. In addition, the bigger
proportion of high haggling willingness in fluctuant market indicates
that providers applying dynamic pricing strategy can increase threshold
price even slightly, ending upwith transactionswithmore haggling and
higher customer utility in a volatile market. It is worth mentioning here
that this dynamic pricing strategy should be employedwithin a compa-
ny along with proper information revelation.

One limitation of the paper is that we assume that customer types,
opportunity cost and risk averse factor are aligned in the same way,
Table 4
MAPE of regression models of real quotes on the fitted value.

Scenario QUOTE1 QUOTE2 QUOTE3

1 1.78 1.54 1.34
2 0.94 0.76 0.61
which restricts the generalizability of the paper. Besides, since formula
11 has three parameters to estimate while our research setting only al-
lows three quotes at most in one bargaining, only the biddings with
exact three quotes can be used to estimate (WTP, LB, δ) while the
ones which are successful or aborted after one or two quotes are omit-
ted. This omission might generate selection bias if the customers who
transact more quickly perform differently from those who are more
likely to haggle. Also, we donot examine how information revelation af-
fects customer satisfaction, as the key of maintaining customer loyalty
and long-term profitability [4,22], which could be meticulously studied
in future research.
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